
 

Put your computer in mute or microphone in mute.Mute your computer! Simply put your mouse in the proximity of your
computer. Mute your computer. Record a new macro! Secure your computer by the microphone. How to Mute your computer?
1.Put the mouse in the proximity of your computer or press the Mute button on the side of your computer. 2.Mute your
computer! Just put your mouse in the proximity of your computer. Mute your computer. Record a new macro! 2.Put the mouse
in the proximity of your computer or press the Mute button on the side of your computer. How to record a new macro?
1.Simply press the button Mute and go to Recording. It will take you to the recording screen. 2.Make sure your microphone is
on and select the Record button. 3.When recording, your microphone will pause the current macro. In order to make a new
macro, you need to press the stop button and begin recording again. 4.A timer that shows the amount of time that has elapsed
since you started recording is shown on the bottom of the recording screen. If the timer is on, press the stop button to begin
recording again. 5.You can press the Play button to playback your recorded macro. You can also choose to save the recorded
macro by pressing the Save button. 6.Your microphone will record audio from your computer in real time. Other Features:
1.Record your computer screen. 2.Support for Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8. 3.Fully compatible with Windows Vista and Windows
7. 4.Convert video and audio format: Mpeg2, Mpeg4, Vob, Mp3, Audio, Wav, Aif, Wma, M4a, Avi, Ogg, Flac, Realaudio,
Speex, MP3 5.Record Microphone 6.Reset 7.Audio recorder 8.Accelerate CPU 9.Audio convert 10.Audio playback 11.Audio
recorder convert 12.Audio playback convert 13.Scan document 14.Wimarkdown 15.Accelerate CPU 16.Warm restart
17.Appear window 18.Access hidden file 19.Automatically protect against directory browsing 20.Automatically disable and
enable network adapter 21.Automatically clear the memory 22.Automatically restart the 70238732e0
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~All tools are perfectly synchronized with your Ableton Live if loaded together ~Parameters including Filter cutoff, Attack, and
Decay can be controlled via midi controllers or with the ability to zoom in or out while the distortion parameters are set to
"Super Tilt". ~The voice when active will mimic the resonance or dynamic of a real SID chip. ~The comb filter cutoff can be
controlled with a variable amount of "Tremolo" and "Spin". ~The envelope of the filter cutoff can be controlled via mod matrix
and the LFO ~The LFO can be controlled with a variable amount of "Crotch" and "Scratch". ~The LFO speed and the cutoff of
the comb filter can be controlled via envelope of the LFO. ~The routing of the LFO and the cutoff can be controlled via
routable bit-cruncher that can be enabled via MIDI, midi keyboard or LFO. ~The LFO when active can control the cutoff of the
comb filter via mod matrix ~The LFO when active can control the amplitude of the comb filter via routable bit-cruncher ~Bass
and drum sounds can be generated using routable bit-cruncher. ~Each sound when enabled can be heard and has a slightly
different resonance and dynamics. ~Mod matrix and routable bit-cruncher parameters when enabled, are instantaneously re-
synchronized with their settings in the presets section. ~All parameters are instantly saved when changing via presets. ~Each
preset includes all settings of the parameters. ~Any parameter can be found on presets page, by selecting "sources" and pressing
the triangle button in the bottom of the page. ~The presets can be grouped into folders and sorted by their names. ~The presets
are instantly searched and loaded when using the "Search" button. ~Only the source (sounds) that are selected will be changed.
~There are 26 presets. The first 22 and last four are in MSP compatible format and can be used via PITCHFIX. ~The 26 presets
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can be found in SIDizer folder: \Music\SIDizer\Presets ~The additional 4 presets are in MSP compatible format and can be used
via PITCHFIX. Download link:
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